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authorities are slowly tutforcednto approve.
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‘We want Nottinghamn theworthy of Notting-
ham people and that -isu%u:;why_ nowo“fl'et:<thist
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municipal pamphlet. ;UtIt lpiadhper, “ The DAILY
H:-H’ '--1.: - .

WORKER ” is the pafier for the man in the
street-—the man on the job. And if you want
peace, a full life, a future for your children,
if you want them bad enough to work for them
-—then the Communist tPat1'ty is the place for
you. It's only d
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While Nottingham has fine new housing estates such as
Bestwood and Aspley, its dark streets still hide stagnant
slums. Here are the figures :— ,  

HOUSES. ,
Occupied, yet “ totally unfit for human
habitation ” . . . . . . . . 279
Occupied, yet “ not inevery respect fit for
human habitation” . . . . . . 10,279

PEOPLE. _
Living in “ condemned ” houses . . . . 5,653
Living in “ overcrowded ” houses . 5,735
Waiting for houses . . y . . . 1,500

This is bad. Blocks of modern flats must be built on the
old slums sites in the centre of the City. They must be
planned not only to save the housewife drudgery, but also
to provide a large garden round each block.

At the same time the outside housing estates must be
extended for those who like to live away from" the City;
but it is important that the people moved out to them
should have what they need. Not only must the houses
be well designed and attractive--real homes---but people
n the new neighbourhoods must no longer feel that they

have been dumped miles from anywhere. They must have
within reach a modern school, a public library, a welfare
clinic, ,a recreation ground with swimming pool, a children‘s
playing field, a social centre.  

.4 ' "

Re-decorating and repairs of all Council houses and flats
should go on throughout the year. In this way deteriora-
tion can be prevented and the buildings kept decent.

Both flats and houses must be let at rents which leave the
family enough for food and clothing (and special provision
must be made for old-age pensioners). Present rents of
1l/- to 14/- mean that most families are left with only about
18/-, which is not sufficient. Doctors are particularly
emphatic on this point. And so are we. i
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Last year 358 Nottingham babies died without reaching
their first birthday. Our infantile death-rate is greatly
above the average for the whole of England. (1) More mothers
die here yearly than in Liverpool, Leedsor Hull.<2) A third
of the deaths are due to puerperal sepsis. Yet not a hundred
beds in the City are available for normal childbirth. For
puerperal sepsis there is not one special ward.

ll There has not been up to now any special building in connection
with any hospital in the city or county dealing with maternity‘
cases, where the segregation. and special attention which these
cases need, if the lives of the mothersare to be spared, can be
given.“----~(.Nott’iagham ,l_.€oen-ing Post, 10/3/38).

This was part of an appeal for funds by the Voluntary
Women’s Hospital. But such things are not a matter for
private charity. Until our city provides for its rmothers
we cannot hope for healthy children. Nottingham must
have a Municipal Maternity Hospital.
But proper attention at childbirth will not be enough. Of
the babies who die in the first year, most succumb to what
doctors call poverty diseases.( s) Experiments made by scientists
in the distressed areas shew that mothers who are fed with
the right food, including vitamins and mineral salts, before
childbirth, survive it better (and are not so likely to contract
puerperal sepsis). s
Yet in Nottingham now only one out of every seven of our
expectant and nursing mothers even gets milk free.
All mothers must have free milk. All mothers must have,

free, enough vitamins, enough food rich in mineral salts.
To distribute these necessary foods there must be built n
all districts a three-fold clinic-—pre-natal, post-natal and
infant welfare. They must have whole-time staffs; and
to get the full benefit from them, a campaign of maternal
education must be organized, bringing knowledge into
every home.
The work of these clinics will be: supervision before birth
to build up the expectant mother’s health and strength,
supervisiolf afier birth to make recovery sure and to rid
working-class mothers of that chronic ill-health which so
often comes to them when they have to take up housework
 
il.--England and Wales, 58 per 1000 births ; Nottinglxam, 80 per 1000

(M.O.'...l-I. 1937, Report).
2..-s-----M.O.H., 1937 Report.
I-l.--Pneumonia, 44.8%; Diarrhoea anrl .l:lnte1'itis, 21.)‘)-{, ; Bronuliitis,

5%; Vvastinig, 5%.--(M.O.H.., 1937 Report). ' 1'
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again at once, supervision of the babies and toddlers to see
that a good start is carried on. i -
A word about T.B.i Rich people do notoften suffer from
it. Poor people do. _As the 1936 Ministry of Health
Report points out “it is ta disease of enviromnent.” Its
prevention "is fundamentally a matter of better housing
and imore recreation, of better food (especially fats) and
healthier conditions of? work. In Nottingham the death
rate from tuberculosis is higher than for Wales, mainly a
distressed area. (1) Why-—when housing and food conditions
in Nottingham are better than in Wales? A
What is the reason '2 t
What are Nottingham’s unhealthy industries?
Is there an industry which breeds T.'B. ?
An official enquiry should be made to find out.
Bulwell Hall (where children in a delicate state of health
go to be treated and to have their resistance built up) is
excellent. But" it needs extension. In 1.937, “the fifty
available beds were kept practically full throughout the year.”
Nor is the presents sanatoriurn for the actual treatment of
tuberculosis nearly big enough. I

~ " .l)n1"i1;1g' several;1"no;n;t;hs of the past year we have e11cr.;.u11'1.tcretl.
‘ a "waiting list oi patients for admission to the sana.to1'ium . . . . . . . ..

. In modcrii times a waiting list is an E1hfiI'l1i1"l?l.ti.OI1 whi.cl1~ cannot
be tolera'ted.”--—(Tuberulosis Officers’ 1937 Report).

Plans for a new sauatorium are being discussed, but Some-
Thing Is Holding Them Up. The delay is a source
of dissatisfaction to the Medical Officer of Health. It is
infuriating the Tuberculosis Officers. You can see that
from their report. _ A
These men must be supported in their demand for. adequate
funds and equipment to deal with the disease. A new
sanatorium must be built at once. A
Finally, we urge that the 40-hour weekyybe introduced now
for all nurses and hospital staffs. Their calling is via noble
one, their work exhausting. In Nottingham they must
carry on under great difficulties because of the Conservative
Councilis mean attitude to health. The City Mental
Hospital, for instance, is meant to hold no more than 862
patients. Yet throughout 1937 the staff had. to crowd
in an average of 978! Our fine City Hospital also "is held
back in its excellent work :--  

A A \-\=’h'en the total number of beds is given as 981, and the maximum
number of beds occupied in any one day (February 20th) is
given as 968, it may appear that the l1OSPiiZ€-1.l"Wt1"S never over-

-n
mrll _. _-|h_. I |_'_. . flil__.__i_ _ 

.l.--’l‘nbe1'culosis rate per lUfi,OlJlJ: W'a.les, 86; Nottingharn, 99.---
[M.O—.H., 1937 Report and Ministry of Health).
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crowded-~-~11-ntil one - reminds oneself that male patients cannot‘
he put in fen"1ale w'a.rds, that a rush of pneumonia. cases cannot;
be put among acute surgical patients, and that ti.‘-1’11]I7l;}-" beds in
a venereal. ward are not suitable for mmnal 1.11iirlwife1'y‘ purposes.
.--lm‘1.ta.il_-1’, roizsicie-rah/e ow-2'1‘?"oredi-1-2_,g dirgl rmrm" at tin-ze.\‘."—---~(M.O.H .
I937 Report)- i '|

Insufficient space. And insufficient money. 'The 1937
Hospitals Handbook gives these figures for a list of towns :---

Average weekly cost per patient . . £2 9 6 .
Average ditto for Nottingham -. . £1 19 6. .,

There are forty hospitals in thelist. Only seven spend less.

00]
1 _ |

Buildings like the William Crane and the Jesse Boot Schools,
largely the fine work of our Education Committee’s Labour
Chairman, have given Nottingham a name for educational
advance. u t

w

But there are not enough of them ! Over fifty Nottingham
schools have been standing more than half a century. We
must have new schools for all our vchildren. We must
fight the stonewalling of Conservative Councillors who
oppose attempts to build them. These men despise learning
-—-for us.(1) Although they deny our children education,
they send theiriown to expensive public schools.
In these public schools and in the so-called ~“ preparatory ”
schools, pupils have almost individual attention. Classes
never number more than 25 ;-often no more than 10. But
in Nottingham there are over five hundred classes of more
than 40. Yet the teachers are there--unemployed. A
limit of 25 to a class can and must be set.  
Boys of 14-15 at public schools are also taller, fitter, better
built than our children of the same age. (11) Out of every
fifty schoolchildren in the City, seven are in some way under-
nourished, one badly. Only three are in what you might
call excellent health.(3) And these figures are reached
after only short inspections, not after the careful and ex-
haustive tests which doctors now find necessary, if they
are really ‘to detect malnutrition. A

1 .

To raise our children to the public school standard, we not
only need more school clinics, properly planned classrooms,
better playing fields. We must also demand for every
child, every day, a free meal and free milk.

V\"'e are spending too much money on education. It is education
gone mad.”—-(The Lord Mayor, during Bestwood Schools Debate')".

ii.---Sir john Orr. “ Food, Health and llnconie,“ 1937. .
3.-—-M.O.Iri. Report, 1937.
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The rich man’s sons and daughters do not have their educa-
tion interrupted. _ Yet when our children win their way to
secondary schools, it often means the family having to
scrape more than ever in order to make ends meet-—and
clever children have actually been refused entry to secondary
schools because their fathers were unemployed. Main-
tenance grants of at least I5 /- a week must therefore be made
available for -every child whose parents ‘cannot afford to
keep it during schooling.

' 1

Maintenance grants must also be used to counteract the
“ exemptions ” clause when the new Act (raising the school-
leaving age to 15) comes into force. No exemptions for
“ beneficial employment” must begranted by our Educa-
tion Committee unless the child is’ going to start training
for a trade. “ Beneficial” does not mean blind-alle .. I Y

6 * I _ G I
Blind-alley, dead-end jobs are as plentiful in Nottingham
as in the rest of England. Skilled workers and young men
with prospects get fewer and fewer——because youth is being
forced into blind-alley employment. This is especially so
inlight engineering, and inthe printing, warehousing and
distributive trades. As a result, unemployment»-A is increasing
in two ways :---

. 1. Older people are kept out of jobs.
2. Unwanted young men are thrown on to the labour

' market untrained at the dead end of their apprentice-
ship. I

In May, 1938: A .
There were I36 men after every job at Nottm. Exchange.

,, ,, 57 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Arnold Exchange.
,, ,, 83 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, iBasfordExchange.

Whereas for boys the corresponding figures were :--
6 at Nottingham Exchange .
2 ,, Arnold ,, ' I
0 ,, Basford t ,,

On an average, from November, 1937, to June, 1938, there
have been each month in Nottingham and district--—

~ 2134 more unemployed
as compared with the corresponding, month of the previous
year. . by  _
A few jobs are offered which 5“ they hope will be permanent.”
The jobs ? I '

Ice-cream tricycles.
Potato-picking in Jersey.
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And for the young people forced to go on the P.A. C. :——- 6
t Rag-gathering in Nottingham. A ~

There is a Juvenile Instruction Centre, but it is not large
enough ; the staff is not given-a fair chance by the authorities.
No wonder there is a shortage of skilled workers. A
Old -people on the P.A.C. are no better treated. From
Bilborough for instance, they must travel long distances
and spend some of their miserable allowances on unnecessary
bus fares. For there is no reason why P.A.C. a centre
should not be set up locally. A
A Municipality cannot yet force employers to reduce unem-
ployment by, say, starting the 40-hour week, or by pro-
viding adequate training for youth in the factories. But
it can :--- I

l. Employ the workless in building bomb-proof shelters
(not just trenches) for the protection of the people.

t (Our pamphlet “ A.R.P.” shows“how this should be
done).  

2. Move the municipal Juvenile Instruction Centre
J to new and cheaper premises, preferably of the hut-

iment type. This should be I frequently inspected.
New centres, adequate in number, personnel and
equipment must be built. _ I

There is no need to wait. I J

Donvenience
Although our transport service is a good one, several obvious
improvements should be made. Workmen’s tickets must
be. available until 9 o’clock in the morning, so that office
workers may benefit. Season tickets should be issued at
reduced rates. Within the City’s limits you should never
have to pay more than 2d. This would mean proper “ tran-
fers,”---so that you could get from Mapperley to Trent
Bridge and pay your 2d. only once. I  
But you don’t always go by bus. Many Nottingham
people ride bicycles‘ for instance; and everyone who does
so would like to see the streets better surfaced, to see in
particular the end of cobbles. Everyone who walks to
nightshift would like to see our City better lighted. Better
surfaces and better lights mean “Safety First ” !_
The yearly profits of the Gas and Electricity undertakings
are now used to reduce the rates- These departments,
however, exist for our convenience and not to make money
out of us. Their excess profits should not go into the
the City's funds. A They should be used‘ to make the services
cheaper and more efficient. Paying dearly for light and
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